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BTS Capability Overview

Ignite team momentum to learn, align and change

“People remember only
20% of what they hear"

Turn Attendees into Active Participants and Turn Thinking into Doing
When running a meeting, there is one fact that many people overlook: a
change in information does not equal a change in behavior. The enduring
belief that a speech-driven meeting will change behavior is unwise; while some
new information may be absorbed, very little will stick – and even less will
happen afterwards.

Go from the meeting
into action!

Only when you add a powerful experience to your change of information will a
change in behavior arise as a result. To create shared ownership of a strategic
initiative and inspire the motivation to execute, leaders must be actively
engaged in designing the changes to come within their organization. BTS has
created the digitally enabled Get Togethers platform for just this purpose: to
turn attendees into active participants to accelerate a mindset shift and
liberate the energy needed to achieve change.
The Tool at a Glance
Get Togethers provides a selected collection of processes, methods and
activity templates that can be easily adapted to almost every meeting
purpose and set-up, scalable from small teams up to 50 participants. This
innovative process, founded upon our specialized digital service capabilities
and deep expertise in experiential learning, engages groups and enables
participation throughout the duration of a meeting. The resulting outcome of
a successful interactive meeting: higher attentiveness, improved meeting
effectiveness, accelerated meeting processes and increased productivity.
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The Get Togethers platform contains pre-formatted experiences designed
for specific outcomes. and is essentially an ad hoc digital meeting-in-a-box
that allows you to hold instant interactive experiences. All data created in
these sessions are captured and aggregated in real-time, and can be used
for further follow-up and analysis. The capturing of feedback and action
builds on:
•
•
•
•
•

Voting, rating and prioritization
Crowdsourcing
Brainstorming
Case work
Action planning

Get Togethers tool capabilities are built on the BTS Pulse™ Platform, and all
features can be used for enhanced social and extended experience design.
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online and virtual delivery
Self contained, out-of-the-box and easy-to-use
Accessible on mobile, tablet and PC devices
Easy to customize, populate and deploy
Pre-formatted standard and customizable experiences
Interactive design, and media elements ensure user engagement
The leader directs the team through the interactive experience
Dynamic reporting

Customization
BTS offers both basic and more advanced Get Togethers customization.
The basic, customized to the client’s meeting purposes, engages participants
while capturing their feedback and actions for groups without additional need
for our specialists. It allows you to customize our pre-formatted templates,
smaller flow and visual design adjustments.
The Get Togethers tool can be customized beyond standard offerings to
meet specific client needs. This customization includes designing a new
meeting format, extended client branding, as well as added functionality,
question types, and more.
The Get Togethers tool can also be combined with, or contain, additional
experiences - such as mini-simulations (e.g. what-if analysis for decisionmaking), learning & reference content, go-do activities, coaching, and
Assessments.
About BTS
BTS focuses on the people side of strategy, working with leaders at all levels
to help them make better decisions, convert those decisions to actions and
deliver results. At our core, we believe people learn best by doing. For over 30
years, we’ve been designing fun, powerful experiences™ that have profound
and lasting impact on people and their careers. We inspire new ways of
thinking, build critical capabilities and unleash business success. It’s strategy
made personal.
For more information, please visit www.bts.com.
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